FRONTEND DEVELOPER
You are a perfect candidate if:


You have 2+ years of commercial software engineering experience in a web environment



You have solid Javascript knowledge and have worked with JS frameworks like Angular,
React, Vue;



You are experienced with HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap



You have good communication skills, work well with others and can learn fast and implement
new technologies quickly and effectively



You can speak English at a communicative level

Nice to have:


Experience with Java based frontend frameworks like: GWT, Vaadin

You will be responsible for


Development of the front-end user interface



Integrating different sources of data based on open and proprietary APIs



Full and proper testing of code to ensure the highest levels of reliability and maintainability



Contribution to standards and adherence to best practices around the development processes
and code quality, including code documentation

We offer


A flexible employment contract (B2B, regular employment contract, other)



A competitive salary



Cooperation with international clients



Working in a dynamically developing team and a pleasant atmosphere



Continuity of projects
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BACKEND DEVELOPER
You are a perfect candidate if:


You have min. 2 years of experience in programming web applications
in Java/Java EE



You know Spring Framework



You have practical knowledge of design patterns



You know HTML, CSS, JavaScript



You have an analytical and creative mindset



You can speak English at a communicative level

Job description:


Design and implementation of backend layer software



Cooperation with a team of developers and testers



Taking care of code quality and compliance with the applicable standards



System analysis in terms of performance and security



Technical documentation



Participation in different phases of the project life cycle

We offer:


A flexible employment contract (B2B, regular employment contract, other)



A competitive salary



Cooperation with international clients



Working in a dynamically developing team and a pleasant atmosphere



Continuity of projects
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ANDROID DEVELOPER
You are a perfect candidate if:


You have min. 3 years of commercial experience in developing and creating applications for
the Android platform



You have advanced knowledge of Java and/or Kotlin



You have knowledge of good programming practices, including those related to the
performance of mobile applications



You know how to test your software and write unit tests



You have the ability to use version control systems



You can speak English at a communicative level

Our expectations:


Knowledge of network multithreaded and Android user interface programming



Proficiency in using the Android Studio IDE



Analytical thinking



Ability to learn quickly, to be open to new technologies and innovative solutions



Passion, ambition and consistency in achieving the goal

We offer:


Cooperation with an experienced team of designers and programmers



Flexible employment contract (B2B, regular employment contract, other)



A competitive salary



Cooperation with international clients



Working in a dynamically developing team and a pleasant atmosphere



Continuity of projects
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
You are a perfect candidate if you have competence in:


PCB design in Altium / knowledge of PCB design software, preferable Altium Designer



Design and development board level hardware



Creation of electronic schematics



PCB layout design



Electronic design analysis



Creation of libraries / documentation



Export to PCB and generate production files

Our expectations:


Knowledge of FPGA /CPLDs



English - communicative (working with technical documentation and professional literature)



Ability to achieve objectives effectively



Independence in solving technical problems

We offer:


Cooperation with an experienced team of designers and programmers



Flexible employment contract (B2B, regular employment contract, other)



A competitive salary



Cooperation with international clients



Working in a dynamically developing team and a pleasant atmosphere



Continuity of projects
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